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GIA THUY SECONDARY SCHOOL 

School-year: 2020-2021 

Full name: …………………………….. 

Class: 8A…. 

 

 

THE SECOND TERM TEST- No: 1 

Grade 8   

Time: 45 minutes 

 

A. Listening: Listen and choose the best answer (14pts) 

1.  . ……….. is a combination of “net” and “etiquette”. 

A. Neetiquette  B. Netetiquette C. Netiquette  D. Nettiquette 

2. It’s a set of rules for……….. 

A. talking online B. behaving online C. meeting online D. speaking online 

3. People who we’re communicating with online are ………. people.  

A. unreal  B. really  C. reality  D. real 

4. You shouldn’t say and do……. things online. 

A. please  B. unpleasant  C. pleasure  D. pleasant 

5. When you use caps lock, it means you are ………. 

A. respecting the others  B. talking with the others  

C. emphasizing the contents  D. shouting at the others 

6. Checking your spelling mistakes ………….. 

A. shows your respect   B. makes your reader misunderstand 

C. makes your reader confuse  D. shows your attitude 

7. We shouldn’t use too much shorthand because it may………the reader. 

A. confusing  B. confuse C. confused   D. confuses 

B. Pronunciation (8pts) 

I. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others (4pts)  

8. A. proposal B. television  C. impossible  D. unhealthy 

9. A. zoology  B. reality  C. sensitive  D. photography 
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II. Choose the word that has the underlined part is pronounced differently (4pts) 

10. A. talked      B. watched      C. lived      D. stopped  

11. A. honor       B. hedge       C. exhaust       D. honest   

C. Reading: Read the passage and choose the best answer (14pts) 

An earthquake is a shaking movement of the ground, (12)          by the slippage or rupture 

of a fault within the Earth's crust. Every year more than 3 million earthquakes take place, 

most of these unnoticed by humans. In (13)          , a severe earthquake is the most 

frightening and can occur anywhere on the surface of our planet!  (14)          usually 

lasting only seconds, a severe earthquake in a densely populated area may have 

effects causing the (15)          of hundreds of people, injuries, destruction and enormous 

damage to the economies of the affected areas. 

A lot of people have been killed (16)          earthquakes although scientists (17)          able 

to predict and forewarn in advance and engineers construct earthquake-safe buildings. 

(18)          ,  earthquakes often occur in countries which are unable to afford earthquake-

safe construction. 

12. A. cause   B. caused  C. causing  D. to cause  

13. A. contrary B. contrasting C. contrastive D. contrast 

14. A. Despite B. Because  C. However  D. Due to 

15. A. die  B. dead  C. death  D. died 

16. A. about  B. by   C. of   D. for 

17. A. are  B. can   C. may  D. be 

18. A. Fortunate B. Fortunately C. Unfortunate D. Unfortunately 

D. Vocabulary and grammar (28pts) 

I. Choose the best answer (20pts) 

19. ……………pollution causes breathing problems. 

A. Noise  B. Soil C. Water D. Air 

20. ………….is a way of verbal communication. 

A. Dancing  B. Meeting F2F C. Using signs D. Using body language 

21.  Alexander Graham Bell invented the…………….. 

A. light bulb  B. penicillin  C. internet D. telephone 

22. The largest cattle station in the world is in…………………… 
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A. The USA  B. Australia  C. Austria  D. England 

23. Steven Hawking is one of the greatest …………….. in 20th century.  

A. inventors  B. chemists  C. physicists   D. explorers 

24. Thermal pollution means a change in the…………. temperature. 

A. air  B. water C. soil  D. sun 

25. I would rather…………. than……………. 

A. walk-cycle B. to walk-cycling C. to walk-cycle D. walking-cycling 

26. You need…………………. sorry. 

A. to say B. saying C. say  D. said 

27. They ………….. their homework before they went to the cinema. 

A. finish  B. had finished C. finishing  D. has finished 

28. You…………….to obey your parents. 

A. should  B. must  C. have D. has 

II. Find out the mistakes (8pts) 

29. The train leaving at 4.30 this afternoon.        

               A        B       C                 D                                          

30. Your bike has been repair for 2 hours. 

        A              B              C          D                                                                     

31. At 8 A.M tomorrow, John will having an important meeting with his partners.     

              A                                      B           C                                  D 

32. You can try to wear some clothes before buying them.   

                A           B                                C                   D 

E. Writing (16pts) 

I. Rewrite the sentences as directed (8pts) 

33. He is writing the letter now. (Passive voice) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

34. I am hungry. I didn’t have breakfast. (Conditional sentences) 
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………………………………………………………………………………… 

35. Linda said to me “I finished my homework yesterday.” (reported speech) 

………….……………………………………………………………………… 

36. My mother said “I can’t let you use the phone.” (prevented) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

II. Rewrite the sentences beginning with the words given (8pts) 

37. He left his office. Then, he went home.  

After…………………………………….………………………….. 

38. People have been affected by visual pollution than you may think. 

Visual pollution ……………………………………………………. 

39. My mother said “Don’t forget to tidy your room.”  

My mother reminded…………………………………………..……. 

40. If I were a millionaire, I would travel around the world. 

Were ……………………………………………………..…………. 

 

-----The end----- 

 

 

 

GIA THUY SECONDARY SCHOOL 

School -year: 2020-2021 

 

ANSWER KEY FOR  

THE SECOND TERM TEST - No.1 

Grade 8  

Time: 45 minutes 

 

A. Listening (Unit 10. Skills 2) 

Listen and choose the best answer (14pts) 

1. . ………..is a combination of “net” and “etiquette”. 
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A. Neetiquette B. Netetiquette C. Netiquette D. Nettiquette 

2. It’s a set of rules for……….. 

A. talking online B. behaving online C. meeting online D. speaking online 

3. People who we’re communicating with online are ………. people.  

A. unreal  B. really  C. reality  D. real 

4. You shouldn’t say and do……. things online. 

A. please  B. unpleasant  C. pleasure  D. pleasant 

5. When you use caps lock, it means you are ………. 

A. respecting the others   B. talking with the others  

C. emphasizing the contents   D. shouting at the others 

6. Checking your spelling mistakes ………….. 

A. shows your respect   B. makes your reader misunderstand 

C. makes your reader confuse   D. shows your attitude 

7. We shouldn’t use too much shorthand because it may………the reader. 

A. confusing  B. confuse  C. confused  D. confuses 

B. Pronunciation (8pts)  

I. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others (4pts)  

8. A. proposal B. television  C. impossible  D. unhealthy 

9. A. zoology  B. reality  C. sensitive  D. photography 

II. Choose the word that has the underlined part is pronounced differently (4pts) 

10. A. talked      B. watched      C. lived      D. stopped  

11. A. honor       B. hedge       C. exhaust       D. honest   

C. Reading: Read the passage and choose the best answer (14pts)  

An earthquake is a shaking movement of the ground, (12)          by the slippage or rupture 

of a fault within the Earth's crust. Every year more than 3 million earthquakes take place, 

most of these unnoticed by humans. In (13)        , a severe earthquake is the most 

frightening and can occur anywhere on the surface of our planet!  (14)          usually 

lasting only seconds, a severe earthquake in a densely populated area may have 
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effects causing the (15)          of hundreds of people, injuries, destruction and enormous 

damage to the economies of the affected areas. 

A lot of people have been killed (16)          earthquakes although scientists (17)          able 

to predict and forewarn in advance and engineers construct earthquake-safe buildings. 

(18)        ,  earthquakes often occur in countries which are unable to afford earthquake-

safe construction. 

12. A. cause   B. caused  C. causing  D. to cause  

13. A. contrary B. contrasting C. contrastive D. contrast 

14. A. Despite B. Because  C. However  D. Due to 

15. A. die  B. dead  C. death  D. died 

16. A. about  B. by   C. of   D. for 

17. A. are  B. can   C. may  D. be 

18. A. Fortunate B. Fortunately C. Unfortunate D. Unfortunately 

D. Vocabulary and grammar (28pts) 

I. Choose the best answer (20pts)  

19. ……………pollution causes breathing problems. 

A. Noise  B. Soil C. Water D. Air 

20. ………….is a way of verbal communication. 

A. Dancing  B. Meeting F2F C. Using signs D. Using body language 

21.  Alexander Graham Bell invented the…………….. 

A. light bulb  B. penicillin  C. internet  D. telephone 

22. The largest cattle station in the world is in…………………… 

A. The USA  B. Australia  C. Austria  D. England 

23. Steven Hawking is one of the greatest …………….. in 20th century.  

A. inventors  B. chemists  C. physicists   D. explorers 

24. Thermal pollution means a change in the…………. temperature. 

A. air   B. water  C. soil  D. sun 

25. I would rather…………. than……………. 

A. walk-cycle  B. to walk-cycling C. to walk-cycle D. walking-cycling 
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26. You need…………………. sorry. 

A. to say B. saying  C. say   D. said 

27. They …………..their homework before they went to the cinema. 

A. finish  B. had finished C. finishing  D. has finished 

28. You…………….to obey your parents. 

A. should  B. must   C. have  D. has 

II. Find out the mistakes (8pts)  

29. The train leaving at 4.30 this afternoon.        

               A        B       C                 D                                          

30. Your bike has been repair for 2 hours. 

        A              B              C          D                                                                     

31. At 8 A.M tomorrow, John will having an important meeting with his partners.     

              A                                      B           C                                  D 

32. You can try to wear some clothes before buying them.   

                A           B                                C                   D 

E. Writing (16pts)  

I. Rewrite the sentences as directed (8pts)  

33. He is writing the letter now. (Passive voice) 

 The letter is being written by him now. 

34. I am hungry. I didn’t have breakfast. (Conditional sentences) 

 If I had had breakfast, I wouldn’t be hungry. 

35. Linda said to me “I finished my homework yesterday.” (reported speech) 

 Linda told me (that) she had finished her homework the day before/ the previous 

day. 

36. My mother said “I can’t let you use the phone.” (prevented) 

 My mother prevented me from using telephone.  

II. Rewrite the sentences beginning with the words given (8pts)  

37. He left his office. Then he went home.  
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 After he had left his office, he went home. / After leaving his office, he went 

home. 

38. People have been affected by visual pollution than you may think. 

 Visual pollution has affected people than you may think.  

39. My mother said “Don’t forget to tidy your room.” 

 My mother reminded me to tidy my room.  

40. If I were a millionaire, I would travel around the world. 

 Were I a millionaire, I would travel around the world. 

-----The end----- 

`         Người ra đề        Tổ trưởng CM            BGH 

 

 

      Nguyễn Thị Hiền   Nguyễn T Thu Hương  Nguyễn T 

Mỹ Linh 

 

GIA THUY SECONDARY SCHOOL 

School-year: 2020-2021 

Full name: …………………………….. 

Class: 8A…. 

THE SECOND TERM TEST- No:2 

Grade 8 

Time: 45 minutes 

 

A. Listening: Listen and choose the best answer (14 pts) 

1. . ………..is a combination of “net” and “etiquette”. 

A. Netetiquette B. Neetiquette C. Netiquette  D. Nettiquette 

2. It’s a set of rules for……….. 

A. chatting online B. talking online C. meeting online D. behaving online 

3. People who we’re communicating with online are ………. people.  

A. real  B. unreal  C. really  D. reality 

4. When you use caps lock, it means you are ………. 

A. respecting the others  B. shouting at the others 
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C. emphasizing the contents  D. communicating with the others 

5. You shouldn’t say and do……. things online. 

A. please  B. pleasant  C. pleasure  D. unpleasant 

6. You should check your spelling mistakes …………sending it. 

A. after  B. before  C. while  D. as soon as 

7. Checking your spelling mistakes ………….. 

A. makes your reader confuse  B. makes your reader misunderstand 

C. shows your respect   D. shows your attitude 

B. Pronunciation (8pts) 

I. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others (4pts) 

8. A. musician  B. cathedral  C. lunatic  D. official 

9. A. astrology  B. validity  C. biography  D. impolite 

II. Choose the word that has the underlined part is pronounced differently (4pts) 

10. A. examine B. famine  C. shoeshine  D. determine 

11. A. pleased             B. passed                C. described              D. changed  

C. Reading: Read the passage and choose the best answer (14pts) 

Hi! I’m a robot from the year 2050. Today, I will reveal some communication (12)               

in the future. It can be easily seen that social networking sites and social media (13)                

being developed faster and faster nowadays. However, they will become (14)                 

date because scientists will create a new method calling telepathic devices. These devices 

will help people communicate brain to brain directly and (15)               . People’s dream 

to be able to get in touch without words and send next or audio messages by thought will 

finally become true in 2050. (16)               is based on brain’s electrical activity. Although 

the first use is for military, telepathy will be changing human’s life step by step. In 

addition, you will feel amazed when you see the fully 3D images of subjects which are 

(17)               by holographic technology. In 2050, this technology really brings higher 

resolution and faster image presenting. The future’s technology will also solve one more 

problem of human. It is difference in languages between countries. People will be using 

instant translation device. It’s like a USB flash drive and it can work offline. The device 

will help people who speak different languages (18)               each other directly and 

immediately. 

12. A. methodology  B. methodical  C. methods  D. methodize 
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13. A. is   B. are   C. be   D. been 

14. A. out of   B. out to  C. out with  D. out for 

15. A. non -verbal  B. verbal  C. verbally  D. non - verbally 

16. A. Multimedia  B. Telepathy  C. Holography D. Social media 

17. A. created  B. creating  C. create  D. to create 

18. A. understanding B. understands C. understood D. understand 

D. Vocabulary and grammar (28pts) 

I. Choose the best answer (20pts) 

19. ……………pollution causes hearing problems. 

A. Noise  B. Soil C. Water  D. Air 

20. ………….is a way of non- verbal communication. 

A. Using signs  B. Using codes C. Facial expression D. All are correct. 

21.  Alexander Fleming discovered……………. in 1928. 

A. light bulb  B. penicillin  C. internet  D. telephone 

22. ………….. is the second largest country in the world. 

A. The USA  B. Australia  C. Canada  D. England 

23. Marie Curie is a (an)………………She was the first woman to win the Nobel Prize.  

A. inventor  B. chemist  C. engineer  D. explorer 

24. Water pollution …………. the death of aquatic animals and plants. 

A. cause  B. leads to  C. makes  D. due to 

25. I prefer………….at home to…………….out. 

A. stay - go  B. to stay - going C. to stay – to go D. staying - going 

26.  After finishing her homework, she …………her mother do housework. 

A. help   B. helped  C. to help  D. helping 

27. Jane …………. in Japan before she did her master’s at Oxford. 

 A. studied  B. studies  C. had studied  D. has studied 

28.  .……..is an online discussion group in which you can leave messages or post 

question. 
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A. Chat room  B. Message board C. Multimedia D. Smart phone 

II. Find out the mistakes (8pts) 

29. The film starting at 8.00 tonight.                                                                              

               A        B     C             D 

30. At 7 P.M tomorrow, we will watching an interesting football match.                         

      A                                              B           C                                    D 

31. Jonny said that his homework had completed the previous day.                                    

                          A    B                              C                      D 

32. She regrets not to come Peter’s birthday party last night.                                           

       A                B      C                                                D 

E. Writing (16pts) 

I. Rewrite the sentences as directed (8pts) 

33. Her father is watering the plants in the garden now. (Passive voice) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

34. I didn’t review the lesson. Now, I can’t remember the answers of these questions. 

(Conditional sentences) 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

35. She said “Water boils at 100 degrees Celsius.” (Reported Speech) 

………………………………………………………………….. 

36. Peter said “I want to pass the exam with a good mark” (dreamed) 

……………………………………………………………….. 

II. Rewrite the sentences beginning with the words given (8pts) 

37. They took some photos Then they went shopping.    

Before …………………………………………………….. 

38. Our future generations will be affected by pollution than we may think. 

Pollution ……………………………………… 

39. We couldn’t go out because of the deep snow.  

The deep snow prevented…………………………………. 
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40. If you were hard-working, you would be fluent in English. 

Were ……………………………………………………. 

-----The end----- 

 

 

 

GIA THUY SECONDARY SCHOOL 

School -year: 2020-2021 

 

 

 

ANSWER KEY FOR 

THE SECOND TERM TEST - No.2 

Grade 8 

Time: 45 minutes 

 

A. Listening (Unit 10. Skills 2) 

Listen and choose the best answer (14 pts)  

1. . ………..is a combination of “net” and “etiquette”. 

A. Netetiquette B. Neetiquette C. Netiquette D. Nettiquette 

2. It’s a set of rules for……….. 

A. chatting online B. talking online C. meeting online D. behaving online 

3. People who we’re communicating with online are ……….people.  

A. real  B. unreal  C. really  D. reality 

4. When you use caps lock, it means you are ………. 

A. respecting the others  B. shouting at the others 

C. emphasizing the contents D. communicating with the others 

5. You shouldn’t say and do……. things online. 

A. please  B. pleasant  C. pleasure  D. unpleasant 

6. You should check your spelling mistakes …………sending it. 

A. after  B. before  C. while  D. as soon as 

7. Checking your spelling mistakes ………….. 
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A. makes your reader confuse B. makes your reader misunderstand 

C. shows your respect  D. shows your attitude 

B. Pronunciation (8pts) 

I. Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others (4pts) 

8. A. musician  B. cathedral  C. lunatic  D. official 

9. A. astrology  B. validity  C. biography  D. impolite 

II. Choose the word that has the underlined part is pronounced differently (4pts) 

10. A. examine B. famine  C. shoeshine  D. determine 

11. A. pleased             B. passed                C. described             D. changed  

C. Reading: Read the passage and choose the best answer (14pts)  

Hi! I’m a robot from the year 2050. Today, I will reveal some communication (12)               

in the future. It can be easily seen that social networking sites and social media (13)                

being developed faster and faster nowadays. However, they will become (14)                 

date because scientists will create a new method calling telepathic devices. These devices 

will help people communicate brain to brain directly and (15) ……..               People’s 

dream to be able to get in touch without words and send next or audio messages by 

thought will finally become true in 2050. (16)               is based on brain’s electrical 

activity. Although the first use is for military, telepathy will be changing human’s life 

step by step. In addition, you will feel amazed when you see the fully 3D images of 

subjects which are (17)               by holographic technology. In 2050, this technology 

really brings higher resolution and faster image presenting. The future’s technology will 

also solve one more problem of human. It is difference in languages between countries. 

People will be using instant translation device. It’s like a USB flash drive and it can work 

offline. The device will help people who speak different languages (18)               each 

other directly and immediately. 

12. A. methodology  B. methodical C. methods  D. methodize 

13. A. is   B. are   C. be   D. been 

14. A. out of   B. out to  C. out with  D. out for 

15. A. non -verbal  B. verbal  C. verbally  D. non - verbally 

16. A. Multimedia  B. Telepathy  C. Holography D. Social media 

17. A. created  B. creating  C. create    D. to create 

18. A. understanding B. understands C. understood     D. understand 
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D. Vocabulary and grammar (28pts) 

I. Choose the best answer (20pts)  

19. ……………pollution causes hearing problems. 

A. Noise  B. Soil C. Water  D. Air 

20. ………….is a way of non- verbal communication. 

A. Using signs  B. Using codes C. Facial expression D. All are correct. 

21.  Alexander Fleming discovered…………….. in 1928. 

A. light bulb  B. penicillin  C. internet  D. telephone 

22. ………….. is the second largest country in the world. 

A. The USA  B. Australia  C. Canada  D. England 

23. Marie Curie is a (an)………………She was the first woman to win the Nobel Prize.  

A. inventor  B. chemist  C. engineer  D. explorer 

24. Water pollution …………. the death of aquatic animals and plants. 

A. causes  B. lead to  C. makes  D. due to 

25. I prefer………….at home to…………….out. 

A. stay - go  B. to stay - going C. to stay – to go D. staying - going 

26.  After finishing her homework, she …………her mother do housework. 

A. help  B. helped  C. to help  D. helping 

27. Jane …………. in Japan before she did her master’s at Oxford. 

 A. studied  B. studies  C. had studied D. has studied 

28.  . ……..is an online discussion group in which you can leave messages or post 

question. 

A. Chat room  B. Message board  C. Multimedia D. Smart phone 

II. Find out the mistakes (8pts)  

29. The film starting at 8.00 tonight.                                                                              

               A        B       C             D 

30. At 7 P.M tomorrow, we will watching an interesting football match.                         

      A                                              B           C                                    D 
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31. Jonny said that his homework had completed the previous day.                                    

                          A    B                              C                      D 

32. She regrets not to come Peter’s birthday party last night.                                           

       A                B      C                                                D 

E. Writing (16pts) 

I. Rewrite the sentences as directed (8pts)  

33. Her father is watering the plants in the garden now. (Passive voice) 

 The plants are being watered in the garden by her father now. 

34. I didn’t review the lesson. Now, I can’t remember the answers of these questions. 

(Conditional sentences) 

If I had reviewed the lesson, I could remember the answers of these questions. 

35. She said “Water boils at 100 degrees Celsius.” (Reported Speech) 

 She said (that) water boils at 100 degrees Celsius.  

36. Peter said “I want to pass the exam with a good mark”. (dreamed) 

 Peter dreamed of passing the exam with a good mark. 

II. Rewrite the sentences beginning with the words given (8pts) 

37. They took some photos. Then, they went shopping.    

 Before going shopping/ they went shopping, they had taken some photos.  

38. Our future generations will be affected by pollution than we may think. 

 Pollution will affect our future generations than we may think.  

39. We couldn’t go out because of the deep snow.  

 The deep snow prevented us from going out.  

40. If you were hard-working, you would be fluent in English. 

 Were you hard-working, you would be fluent in English. 

------The end------ 
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   Trần Thị Thúy Hậu  Nguyễn T Thu Hương  Nguyễn T Mỹ Linh 

 

GIA THUY SECONDARY SCHOOL 

School-year: 2020-2021 

Full name: …………………………….. 

Class: 8A …. 

 

THE SECOND TERM TEST- No:3 

Grade 8 

Time: 45 minutes 

 

A. Listening: Listen and choose the best answer (14 pts) 

1. . ……….. is a combination of “net” and “etiquette”. 

A. Neetiquette B. Netiquette  C. Netetiquette D. Nettiquette 

2. It’s a set of rules for……….. 

A. behaving online     B. talking online    C. meeting online  D. speaking online 

3. People who we’re communicating with online are ………. people.  

A. unreal  B. really  C. unreality  D. real 

4. You shouldn’t say and do……. things online. 

A. please  B. pleasure  C. unpleasant  D. pleasant 

5. When you use caps lock, it means you are ………. 

A. respecting the others   B. talking with the others  

C. emphasizing the contents  D. shouting at the others 

6. Checking your spelling mistakes ………….. 

A. makes your reader confuse  B. makes your reader misunderstand 

C. shows your respect   D. shows your attitude 

7. You should check your spelling mistakes …………sending it. 

A. while B. as soon as  C. before D. during 

 

B. Pronunciation (8pts) 

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others (4pts) 
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8. A. cartoon  B. Arabic  C. police  D. Chinese 

9. A. unidentified B. connectivity C unfortunate  D. unimportant 

Choose the word that has the underlined part is pronounced differently (4pts) 

10. A. examine B. famine  C. shoeshine  D. determine 

11. A. pleased             B. passed                C. played              D. changed  

C. Reading: Read the passage and choose the best answer (14pts) 

Greenland has a very interesting summer. In the months of May, June (12)               

July, the sun never sets, so there’s daylight for twenty-four hours every day. (13)               

winter, things are very different because the sun never rises! It’s dark for twenty-four 

hours every day! Can you imagine (14)              the moon and the stars at lunchtime?   

Antarctica is (15)                     amazing place. It’s covered in snow and ice, but rarely 

snows and it almost never rains. It means it’s a desert. Explorers and tourists visit 

Antarctica, but it’s too cold to live. There are penguins and birds on the coast and fish 

and whales in the ocean, but it isn’t warm enough for most (16)                 . Imagine hot 

sun and rain every day of the year! This is what it’s like in the Amazon (17)              . 

Here there is no such as summer and winter. The temperature changes very little and 

there’s no dry season. Rain and sunshine help plants (18)            . This is why there are so 

many tall trees and plants in the rainforest. 

12. A. or  B. but   C. and   D. for   

13. A. By  B. At   C. On   D. In  

14. A. seeing  B. to see  C. see   D. saw  

15. A. a  B. an   C. the   D. x  

16. A. animals B. animal  C. plant  D. people  

17. A. rained forest B. rain forest  C. rainforest  D. rainy forest  

18. A. grows  B. grown  C. grew  D. grow  

D. Vocabulary and grammar (28pts) 

I. Choose the best answer (20pts) 

19. ……………pollution makes plants die. 

A. Noise  B. Soil  C. Water  D. Air 

20. Cultural differences may lead to communication…………….. 

A. breakdown B. break for  C. break in  D. break out 
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21.  In the future, we can use…………to stay young forever. 

A. anti-old pills B. drug store  C. anti-aging pills D. anti-inflammatory 

22. England, Scotland, Wales and………………together forms the UK. 

A. New Zealand B. North Ireland C. North Iceland D. New South Wales 

23. Pham Tuan is the first Vietnamese………to fly into space. 

A. astronaut  B. pilot C. engineer  D. pioneer 

24. Aquatic animals and plants die……….water pollution. 

A. causes to  B. leads to  C. makes  D. due to 

25. I need………..this letter. Why don’t you let me…………..it? 

A. know - read B. to know - to read  

C. to know – read D. knowing – to read 

26. The floor needs………….  

A. clean  B. to clean  C. cleaned  D. to be cleaned 

27. At present tomorrow, I …………an English lesson. 

 A. will have  B. have  C. will be have D. will be having 

28. When you communicate with others by thought. It means you use 

…………………….. 

A. holography B. social media C. telepathy  D. email 

II. Find out the mistakes (8pts) 

29. The train leaving at 3.30 this afternoon.        

               A        B       C                 D                                          

30. You had better went out with your friends.   

               A                B            C               D                                                  

31. After they had finished their work, they come home. 

        A                       B         C                          D                

32. She said “I will visit my grandparent the following day”.                                

       A            B                C                                    D                          
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E. Writing (16pts) 

I. Rewrite the sentences as directed (8pts) 

33. He is writing the letter now. (Passive voice) 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

34. I am tired. I didn’t have breakfast. (Conditional sentences) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

35. Peter sai to me “I visited my grandparents last week.” (Reported speech) 

………….……………………………………………………………………… 

36. My mother said “Remember to buy some bread.” (reminded) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

II. Rewrite the sentences beginning with the words given (8pts) 

37. They finished their work. Then, they had lunch.    

Before …………………………………………………….. 

38. Our future generations will be affected by pollution than we may think. 

Pollution ……………………………………… 

39. Jane said “I’m sorry. I’m late.”  

Jane apologized ………………………… 

40. If you were hard-working, you would be fluent in English. 

Were ……………………………………………………. 

 

-----The end---- 
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Time: 45 minutes 

 

A. Listening (14pts) (Unit 10. Skills 2) 

Listen and choose the best answer(14 pts)  

1. . ………..is a combination of “net” and “etiquette”. 

A. Neetiquette B. Netiquette C. Netetiquette D. Nettiquette 

2. It’s a set of rules for……….. 

A. behaving online  B. talking online C. meeting online  D. speaking online 

3. People who we’re communicating with online are ………. people.  

A. unreal  B. really  C. unreality  D. real 

4. You shouldn’t say and do……. things online. 

A. please  B. pleasure  C. unpleasant D. pleasant 

5. When you use caps lock, it means you are ………. 

A. respecting the others   B. talking with the others  

C. emphasizing the contents  D. shouting at the others 

6. Checking your spelling mistakes ………….. 

A. makes your reader confuse  B. makes your reader misunderstand 

C. shows your respect   D. shows your attitude 

7. You should check your spelling mistakes …………sending it. 

A. while B. as soon as  C. before  D. during 

B. Pronunciation (8pts)  

Choose the word which has a different stress pattern from the others (4pts) 

8. A. cartoon  B. Arabic  C. police  D. Chinese 

9. A. unidentified B. connectivity C unfortunate D. unimportant 

Choose the word that has the underlined part is pronounced differently (4pts) 

10. A. examine B. famine  C. shoeshine  D. determine 

11. A. pleased             B. passed                C. played              D. changed  
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C. Reading: Read the passage and chose the best answer (14pts)  

Greenland has a very interesting summer. In the months of May, June (12)            July, 

the sun never sets so there’s daylight for twenty-four hours every day. (13)           winter, 

things are very different because the sun never rises! It’s dark for twenty-four hours every 

day! Can you imagine (14)           the moon and the stars at lunchtime? Antarctica is (15)               

amazing place. It’s covered in snow and ice, but rarely snows and it almost never rains. It 

means it’s a desert. Explorers and tourists visit Antarctica, but it’s too cold to live. There 

are penguins and birds on the coast and fish and whales in the ocean, but it isn’t warm 

enough for most  

(16)           . Imagine hot sun and rain every day of the year! This is what it’s like in the 

Amazon (17)            . Here there is no such as summer and winter. The temperature 

changes very little and there’s no dry season. Rain and sunshine help plants (18)           . 

This is why there are so many tall trees and plants in the rainforest. 

12. A. or  B. but   C. and  D. for   

13. A. By  B. At   C. On   D. In  

14. A. seeing  B. to see  C. see   D. saw  

15. A. a  B. an   C. the   D. x  

16. A. animals B. animal  C. plant  D. people  

17. A. rained forest B. rain forest  C. rainforest  D. rainy forest  

18. A. grows  B. grown  C. grew  D. grow 

D. Vocabulary and grammar (28pts) 

I. Choose the best answer (20pts)  

19. ……………pollution makes plants die. 

A. Noise  B. Soil C. Water  D. Air 

20. Cultural differences may lead to communication…………….. 

A. breakdown B. break for  C. break in  D. break out 

21.  In the future, we can use…………to stay young forever. 

A. anti-old pills B. drug store  C. anti-aging pills D. anti-inflammatory 

22. England, Scotland, Wales and………………together forms the UK. 

A. New Zealand B. North Ireland C. North Iceland D. New South Wales 
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23. Pham Tuan is the first Vietnamese………to fly into space. 

A. astronaut  B. pilot  C. engineer  D. pioneer 

24. Aquatic animals and plants die………. water pollution. 

A. causes to  B. leads to  C. makes  D. due to 

25. I need………..this letter. Why don’t you let me………….. it? 

A. know - read  B. to know - to read  

C. to know – read             D. knowing – to read 

26. The floor needs………….  

A. clean B. to clean C. cleaned D. to be cleaned 

27. At present tomorrow, I …………an English lesson. 

 A. will have  B. have C. will be have D. will be having 

28. When you communicate with others by thought. It means you use 

…………………….. 

A. holography B. social media C. telepathy  D. email 

II. Find out the mistakes (8pts) 

29. The train leaving at 3.30 this afternoon.        

               A        B       C                 D                                          

30. You had better went out with your friends.   

               A                B            C               D                                                  

31. After they had finished their work, they come home. 

        A                       B         C                          D                

32. She said “I will visit my grandparent the following day”.                                

       A            B                C                                    D                          

E. Writing (16pts) 

I. Rewrite the sentences as directed (8pts)  

33. He is writing the letter now. (Passive voice) 

 The letter is being written by him now. 

34. I am tired. I didn’t have breakfast. (Conditional sentences) 
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 If I had had breakfast, I wouldn’t be tired. 

35. Peter sai to me “I visited my grandparents last week.” (Reported speech) 

 Peter told me that he had visited his grandparents the week before/ the previous 

week. 

36. My mother said “Remember to buy some bread.” (reminded) 

 My mother reminded me to buy some bread.  

II. Rewrite the sentences beginning with the words given (8pts) 

37. They finished their work. Then, they had lunch. 

 Before having lunch/ they had lunch, they had finished their work. 

38. Our future generations will be affected by pollution than we may think. 

 Pollution will affect our future generations than we may think.  

39. Jane said “I’m sorry. I’m late.”  

 Jane apologized for being late. 

40. If you were hard-working, you would be fluent in English. 

 Were you hard-working, you would be fluent in English. 

-----The end----- 
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